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1.1. How to read this manual 
This manual is designed to help you use the RTF package and to describe and explain the technique of 
unification grammars. 
The FUF package is made available to people interested in text generation and/or functional unification. It can 
be used: 
• as a front-end to a text generation system. providing a surface realization componenl. A grammar of 
English with a reasonable syntactic coverage is included for that purpose. 
• as an environment for grammar development. People interested in expressing grammatical theories or 
developing a practical grammar can experiment with the unifier and linearizer. 
• as an environment for a study of functional unification. Functional unification is a powerful technique 
and can be used for non-linguistic or non-grammatical applications. 
This manual contains material for people interested in any of these. It starts with an imroduction to functional 
unification. its syntax, semantics and terminology. The next sections deal with the "grammar development" tools: 
tracing and indexing. a presentation of the morphology component and the dictionary. Finally the last section is a 
reference manual to the package. One appendix is devoted to the possible non-linguistic applications of the 
formalism, and compares the formalism with programming languages. 
1.2. Function and Content of the Package 
RJF implements a natural language surface generator using the theory of unification grammars (cf section 
bibliography for references). Its input is a Functional Description (fd) describing the meaning of an utterance and a 
grammar (also described as an fd).The Syntax of fds is fully described in section 5. The OUiput is an English 
sentence expressing this meaning according to the grammatical constraints expressed by the grammar. 
There are twO major stages in this process: unification and linearization. 
Unification consists in making the input-fd and the grammar "compatible" in the sense described in [10). It 
comes down to enriching the input-fd with directives coming from the grammar and indicating word order. syntactic 
constructions. number agreement and Other features. 
The enriched input is then linearized to produce an English sentence. The linearizer includes a morphology 
module handling all me problems of word formmion (s 's, preterits .... ). 
2. Getting Started 
Appendix [ describes how to install the package on a new machine. Contact your local system administrator to 
learn how to load the program on your system. You should know how to load the example grammars and 
corresponding inputs. 
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2.1. Main User Functions 
Once the system is loaded, you are ready to run the program. To try the unification, the user functions are: 
(ONI FD 'optional GRAMMAR Non-Interactive) 
by default the grammar used is *u-grammar* 
non-interactive is nil 
Complete work : unification + linearization. Outputs a sentence. 
If non-interactive is nil, a line of statistics is 
also printed. 
(ONI-FD FD 'optional GRAMMAR Non-Interactive) 
by default the grammar used is *u-grammar* 
non-interactive is nil. 
Does only the unification. Outputs the enriched fd. This is the 
function to use when trying the grammars manipulating list. of gr5.1 
If non-interactive is nil, a line of statistics is also printed. 
CL> (uni ir01) 
The boy loves a girl. 
CL> (uni-fd ir02) 
(t t ... ) 
(ONIF Fe 'optional GRAMMAR Non-Interactive) 
by default the grammar used i. *u-grammar* 
As uni-fd but works even if FD do •• not contain a CAT featur •. 
If you want to change the grammar. or the input you can edil the files defining it, or the function with the same 
name. 
There are two other useful functions for grammar developers: fd-p checks whether a Lisp expression is a 
syntactically correcl Functional Description (FD) to be used as an input. If it is not, helpful error messages are 
given. grarrunar-p checks whether a grammar is well-formed. 
NOTE: use fd-p on inputs only and grarruna r-p on grammars only. 
(FO-P Fe) 
--> T if FO i. a well-formed FO. 
--> nil (and error messag.s) otherwi ••. 
DO NOT USE FO-P ON GRAHtO.RS 
(GRAMMAR-P 'optional ~l~R print-me •• age. print-warnings) 
--> T if ~.~ (by default *u-gr&mm&r*) ia a well-formed grammar. 
--> nil (aDd. er:cr messag.s) otherwi ••. 
- Fe is *u-gzs_er* by default 
- print-=-a.egea i. t by default. 
If it i. nca-nil, aome atati.ties on the grammar are printed. 
It .hould be nil when the function i. call.a non-interactively. 
- print-warnings is nil by default. 
If it ia non-nil. warning. are ganerat.d tor all paths in the 
grammar. (It i. so_ti_. a good idea to mAnually check that all 
paths are valid.) 
(LIST-CATS 'optional GRAMMAR) 
--> List of categories known by the grammar (by default *u-qrammar*). 
Exampl •• ; 
CL> (fd-p '«a 1) (a 2») 




CL> (gra.mmar-p , «a 1) (b 2») 
----> error, a grammar must be a vali.d FD of the form: 
«alt «(cat e1) ... ) ... «cat en) ... »». nil. 
CL> (ll.st-cats) 
----> «cat s) (cat np) (cat vp» 
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The functions complexir.y and avg-complexir.y measure how complex is a grammar, that is how much 
time unification with this grammar requires. They are documented in section 7 on indexing. 
3. FDs, Unification and Linearization 
In this section, we informally introduce the concepts of FDs and unification. The next section provides a 
complete description of the FDs as used in the package, and presents all available unification mechanisms. 
3.1. What is an FD? 
An FD (functional description) is a data SlIUcture representing constraints on an object. II is best viewed as a list 
of pairs (allribute value). Here is a simple example: 
I «artl.cle "the") (noun "cat"» 
There is a funclion called fd-p in the package that leLS you know whether a given Lisp expression is a valid 
FD or not and gives you helpful error messages if il is not. In ruGs, the same formalism is used for representing 
both the input expressions and the grammar. 
3.2. A simple example of unification 
We present here a minimal grammar that contains just enough ID generate the simplest complete sentences. It is 
included in file "grQ.l" in the directory containing the examples. A little more complex grammar, handling the 
active/passive distinction, is available in "grl.l", and a more interesting one in "gr2.l". 
{{alt MAIN { 
a grammar always has the same form: an alternative 
" with on. branch for each constituent category. 
First branch of the alternative 
" Describe the category S. 
«cat s) 
(prot «cat np») 
(goal «cat np») 
(verb «cat vp) 
(number (prot number»» 
(pattern (prot verb goal») 
;; Second branch: NP 
«cat np) 
(n «cat noun») 
(alt ( 
;; Proper namas don't need an article 
«proper yes) 
(pattern (n») 
;; Common namaa do 
«proper no) 
(p&ttern (d.t n» 
(dat {(cat article) 
(lex "th."»»») 
;; Third branch: VP 
«cat vp) 
(pattern (v dota» 
(v «cat verb»»») 
A few commenLS on the fonn of this grammar: the skeleton of a grammar is always the same, a big alt 
(allernaLion of possible branches. the unifier will pick one compatible branch to unify with). Each branch of this 
alternation corresponds to a single category (here. S I NP and VP). 
The second remarlc is about the fonn of the input as shown in the following example. an input is an FD, giving 
some constrainLS on cenain consuLUenLS. The grammar decides what grammatical category corresponds to each 
consti LUen l. 
The next main function of the grammar is to give constrllinLS on the ordering of the words. This is done using 
the pat.t.ern special aurlbuLe. A pattern is followed by a picture of how the constiLUenLS of the current FD 
should be ordered: (Pattern (prot verb goal» means that the prot constituent should come just before 
the verb constituent. etc. 
In the first branch, the only thing to notice is how the agreement subject/verb is described: the number of the 
?ROT will appear in the input as a fe~llure of the FD appearing under PROT. as in: 
(prot «number plural) (lex "car"») 
st.aIlding for "cars". To enforce the subject/verb agreement, the grammar picks the feature number from the 
pr.:>t sub-fd and requesLS that it be unified with the corresponding feature of the verb sub-fd. This is expressed by: 
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(ve~b «number (prot number»» 
which means: the value of the number feature of ';erb muSt be the same as the value of the number feature 
ofp:::oc.. 
In the second branch, describing the NPs, we have two cases. corresponding to proper and common nouns. 
Common nouns are preceded by an article. whereas proper nouns just consist of themselves. e.g .• "the car" vs. 
"lohn", If the feature proper is not given in the input. the grammar will add it. By default. the current unifier will 
always try the first branch of an a1 t first. That means that in this grammar. proper nouns are the default. 
Finally. a brief word about the general mechanism of the unification: the unifier first unifies the input FD with 
the grammar, In the following example. this will be the first pass through the grammar. Then. each sub·constituent 
of the resulting FD that is pan of the cset (constituent-set) of the FD will be unified again with the whole 
grammar. This will unify the sub-constituentS proc., verb and goal also. This is how recursion is triggered in 
the grammar, The next section deSCribes how the csec. is determined. All you need to know at this point is that if a 
constituent contains a feature (ca t xxx) it will be tried for unification. 
In the input FDs. the sign "===" is used as a shoncut for the notation: 
I (n == John) <=> (n «lex John») 
The lex feature always contains the single string that is to be used in the English sentence. 
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Whan uni~ied with the ~ollowinq FD. the grammar will output the 
o5entance "John likea Mary". 







That correaponda to the linearization of the followinq complete 
FD (thia ia the reault of the unification) : 
CLISP> (uni-fd irOl) 
«cat a) 









(pattern (v dota»» 





(pattern (prot verb qoal») 
FollOWing the trace of the program will be the easiest way to figure out what is going on: 
CLISP> (uni ir01) 
--> 
Entaring alt MAIN -- Branch #1 (CAT S) 
-->Enriching input with (CAT NP) at leval (PROT) 
-->Enriching input with (CAT NP) at laval (GOAL) 
-->Enriching input with (CAT VP) at leval (VERB) 
-->~~riching input with (NUMBER (PROT NUMBER» at laval (VERB) 
-->Enriching input with (PATTERN (PROT VERB GOAL» at laval NIL 
--> 
--> 
Entaring alt MAIN -- Branch #2 (CAT NP) 
-->Enriching input with (CAT NOON) at lavel (PROT N) 
-->Enriching input with (PROPER YES) at level (PROT) 
-->Enriching input with (PATTERN (N» at lavel (PROT) 
--> 
--> 
Entering alt MAIN -- Branch #3 (CAT VP) 
-->Enrichinq input with (PATTERN (V DOTS» at lavel (VERB) 
-->Enriching input with (CAT VERB) at lavel (VERB V) 
--> 
--> 
Entering alt MAIN -- Branch '2 (CAT NP) 
-->Enriching input with (CAT NOON) at level (GOAL N) 
-->Enrichinq input with (PROPER YES) at level (GOAL) 
-->Enriching input with (PATTERN (N» at level (GOAL) 
--> 
[Used 17 backtracking points] 
.John likes Mary. 
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In the figure. you can identify each step of the unification: first the top level category is identified: (cat s). The 
input is unified with the corresponding branch of the grammar (branch #1). Then the constiruents are identified. We 
have here 3 constituents: PROT of cat NP. VERB of cat VP and GOAL of CAT NP. Each constituent is unified in 
tum. Then for each constituenl, the unifier idcnti fies the sub-constituents. In this case. no constituent has a 
sub-constituent. and unification succeeds. NOLC that in general. the hierarchy of constituents is traversed breadth 
flfSL 
Now. it is also imponant to know when unification fails. The following example tries to override the 
subject/verb agreement. causing !.he failure: 




CLISP> (uni ir02) 
--> 
- john) (number sing») 
like) (number plural) ) ) 
Mary»») 
Entering alt MAIN -- Branch U (CAT S) 
-->Enrich.ing input with (a.T NP) at level (PROT) 
-->Enriching input with (:.:AT NP) at level (GOAL) 
-->Enriching input with (CAT vt') at level (VERB) 
-->Fail in trying PLORAL 
with SING at level (VERB NUMBER) 
<fail> 
3.3. Linearization 
Once the unification has succeeded. the unified fd is scotto the linearizer. The linearizer works by following 
the directives included in the pat.r.ern. The exact way to define these features is explained in section 5.5. The 
linearizer works as follows: 
1. Identify the pat.tern feature in the top level: for irt:Jl. it is (pattern (prot verb goal». 
2. If a patlern is found: 
a. For each constituent of the pattern. recursively linearize the constituent. (That means linearize 
PROT. VERB and GOAL). 
b. The linearization of the fd is the concatenation of the linearizations of the constituents in the 
order prescribed by the panern feature. 
3. I f no feature pallern is found: 
a. Find the lex feature of the [d. and depending on the category of the constituent. the mor-
phological features needed. For example. if fd is of (cat verb), the features needed are: 
person, number, tense. 
b. Send the lexical item and the appropriate morphological features to the morphology module. 
The linearization of the fd is the resulting string. For example. if lex="give" and the features 
are the default values (as it is in ir01), the result is "gives." 
Note that when the Cd does not contain a morphological feature. the morphology module provides reasonable 
defaults. More details on morphology are provided in section R. 
Note also thal if a pauem contains a reference LO a constituent and thal the constituent does not exist. nothing 
happens: the linearization of an empty constituent IS the empty string. The following example illustrateS this 
feature: 
Unified TO: 
( (cat s) 
(pattern (prot verb qoal benef» 
(prot «cat noun) (lax "John"») 
(verb «cat verb) (lex "like"»» 
Linearized strinq (note that constituents GOAL and BENEF are mis.inq) : 
John likes. 
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Finally, note that if one of the constituent sent to the morphology is nOt a known morphological category, the 
morphology module can not preform the necessary agreements. This is indicated by the following output: 
Unified FD: 
«cat s) 
(pattern (prot verb qoal» 
(prot «cat noun) (lax "John"») 
(verb «cat verb) (lex "like"») 
(qoal «cat zozo) (lex "trotteur"»» 
Linearized strinq: 
John likes <unknown cat ZOZO: trotteur> 
In general. when you find that in your output. it means you have done something wrong. You should check the 
list of legal morphological categories (see section 8) or you should check why a high level constituent is sent to the 
morphology (your fd is too nat). You can use the function morphology-help to have on-line help on what the 
morphology module can do. 
4. \Vriting and Modifying Grammars 
In this section, we briefly outline what steps must be followed to develop a Functional Unification Grammar. 
The methodology is the following: 
1. Determine the input [0 use. In bener"l. input IS given by an under/ying application. If not, the 
criterion to decide what is a good input is that it should be as much "semantic" as possible, and 
contain the fewest syntactic features as possible. 
2. Identify the types of sentences to produce. 
3. For each type of sentence, identify the constitucnts and sub-<:onstituents, and their function in the 
sentence. A constituent is a group of words that are "tied together" in a clause. A constiruem in 
general plays a certain function with respect to the higher level constituent containing it For example. 
in "John lives a book to Mary," the group "a book" forms a constituent. of category "noun-group," 
and it plays the role of the "object upon which action is performed" in the clause. Such role is often 
called the "medium" in functional grammars . 
..t. Determine the output (lhat is. the unllicd fds before linearization). In lhe output. constituents should 
be grouped in the same pair and the allribute should indicate what function lhe constituent is fulfilling. 
In the previous example, we want to have a pair of the form (medium <fd de5cribing "a 
bOOK' , >1 in the output The output must also contain all ordering constraints necessary to linearize 
the sentence and provide all the morphological feature needed [0 derive all word inflections (e.g., 
number. person. tense). 
5. Determine the "difference" between the input and the outpul All features that are in the outpUt but 
not in the input must be added by the grammar. 
6. For each category of constituent. write a branch of the grammar. To do that.. you need [0 specify under 
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which conditions each feature of the "difference" must be added to the input 
This is of course an over-simplified description of the process. Sometimes. the mapping from the input to the 
output is best considered if decomposed in several stages. For cxample. in gr4 (cf. file gr4 . 1). the grammar first 
maps the roles from semantic functions (like agent or medi.um) to syntactic roles (like subject or 
do':' rec::. -ob )ec t). and then does the required syntactic adjustments. 
In general, the important idea here is that you must first determine your input and your output and the grammar 
is the difference of the two. 
5. Precise characterization of FDs 
5.1. Generalities: features, syntax, paths 
Pairs are called features. The anribute of a feature needs to he an atom. The value of a feature can be either an 
aLOm or recursively an FD. Here is an example: 
(1) «cat np) 
(det «cat article) 
(definite yea») 
(n «cat noun) 
(number plural»» 
A given attribute in an FD must have at most ONE value. Therefore. the FD «size 1) (size 2» is 
illegal. In fact FDs can be viewed as a conjunction of constraints on the description of an Object: for an object to be 
described by ( (s i ze 1) (s i ze 2» it would need to have its property size to have both the values 1 and 2. 
Conversely. if the attribute size docs not appear in the FD. thill means its value is not constrained and it can be 
anything. The FD nil (empty list of pairs) thus rcpresents all the objects in the world_ The pair (att nil) 
expresses the constraint that the value of att C:ln be anything. It is therefore useless. and the FD «atti nil) 
(att2 va12» isexactlycquivalenttotheFD «(au2 va12». 
Any position in an FD can be unambiguously refercd to by the "path" leading from the top-level of the FD to 
the value considered. For example. FD (I) can be described by the set of expressions: 
(cat) • np 
(d.t cat) • articl. 
(d.t delin~t.) • y •• 
(n cat) • noaa 
(n number) • plural 
Paths are represented as simple lists of atoms (for example. (det definite». This notation is nol am-
bIguous because at each level there is at most one feature with a given atlribul.e. 
A path can be "absolute" or ··relative." An absolute path gives the way from the top-level of the FD down to a 
value. A relative path starts with the symbol "A" (up-arrow). It refers to the FD embedding the current feature_ You 
can have several '"AU in a row to go up several levels. For example: 
«cat a) 
(prot «cat np) 
(number sing») 
(verb «cat vp) 
(number (A A prot number»») 
this is refering to the absolute pach (prot number) 
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The value of a pair can be 3 path. In th:H case. it m~ns th:lt the values of the pair pointed to by the path and the 
value oi the current pair must always be the same. In this case. the two features are said to be unified. In the 
previous example. the features at the paths <verb nu:nber> and <prot nU1'nber> are unified. That means they 
are absolutely equivalent, they are two names for the same object This is equivalent to the systemic operation of 
"con nation " . 
The only case where a given attribute can appear in several pairs is when it is followed by paths in all but one 
pairs. That is: 
I ((- ((d .1») 
(a (b» 
(a (e») 
is a valid FD. It is equivalent for example to: 
«b «al vl») 
(a (b» 
(c (b») 
5.2. FDs as graphs 
It is often useful to represent FOs as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). Here is how the correspon<1ance is 
~L.ablishcd: an FD is a node, each paIr (att.r. value) is an arc leaving this node. The at.tr of the pair is the 
label of the arc. the value is the adjacent node. Internal nodcs in the graph have therefore no label whereas leaves are 
atomic values. 
«cat .) 
(prot «cat np) 
(nallber ainq») 













\ . / 
I I 
number cat cat 









When a relative path occurs somewhere in an FD. to find where it points to, just go up on the arcs, one arc for 
each .. ~". When the value of a pair is a path, e.g., (a (b» it means that the current arc is actually pointing to the 
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same node as the path given, 
It 
«cat s) / \ 
(prot «cat np) / \ 
(number sing») 
(verb «cat vp) 
<====> prot cat verb 


















The following atrributes have a special unification behavior: alt, opt, pattern, cset, test, 
control and cat, The following values have a special unification behavior: none, any and given. These 
are all the "keywords" known by the unifier, 
5.3. Disjunctions: The AL T keyword 
alt stands for "alternation", The synLaX for using alt is: 
«attl vall) 
(att2 val2) 
(ALT (fdl fd2 ,.. fdn» 
(attn vaIn» 
The meaning of a pair with an alt atLribute is: the unifier will Lry to unify the total FD by replacing fIrst the 
pair ale by the FD fdl. If this unification fails. then the unifier will try the following alternatives. If all branches 
of the a 1 t fai I. the uni fication fails. 
The order in which branches are put within the a 1 t docs not change the result of the unification. (This is an 
Important feature of the process of unification: the result is always order-independent.) However. since only the 
CLfSt successful unification is rerumed. order can be used to specify default values. For example. if you want to 
specify that a sentenGe should be at the active voice by default. the following order should be used: 
I 
(ALT « (~1oe' aatJ.ve) 
... ) 
«voJ.c. pa .. iv.) 
.. ,) » 
An a 1 t can be embedded within another al t or it can be the value of a feature. 
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5.4. Optional features: the OPT keyword 





The meaning is: if the unification of the whole FD succeeds with fd, it is returned as the result. If it fails, the 
unifer tried again without fd. O?t. is therefore a more re~dable equivalent to the form: 
I (ALT (fd nil)} 
O?t. is used exacuy in the same way as a1 L.. 
5.5. Control of the ordering: the PATTER;\! keyword 
As memioned previously, the generation of a sentence is made of two subprocesses: the unification and the 
linearization. The unification produces a complex description of a sentence, made of several constituents. Each 
constituem is descnbed by an FD, and can recursively contain other subconstituents. 
The linearization takes such a complex non ordered description and outputs a linear, ordered string of words. 
This operation is constrained by directives put within the FD. These constraints on the ordering are put after the 
special attribute pa::.::. e r:1. 
For example, in a sentence con wining the constituents prot., goal and verb, the following pat tern can 
be used: 
I (PAT~-R.N (PROT VERB GOAL» 
This means that the linearizer should output a string made of the linearization of the constituent prot flrst. 
followed by the linearization of the constituent ve rb and finished by the linearization of the constituent goal. It 
also means that nothing can come before prot. and <Jfter goal, and nothing can come between each pair. 
The conStiLUenlS correspond to features of the FD de:;crtbing the semence. That is, this FD must contain pairs 
with the attribuleS prot I ve rb and goa 1. For example: 
«eat 8) 
(PR01' ( •• ,» 
(GOAL (oo.» 
(VEQ ( ••. » 
(PI. '1"'l'DN (PROT VUB GOAL}» 
If a constituent mentioned in the pattern is not prescnt in the FD, nothing happens: the linearization of an empty 
(or non existent) constituent is the empty string. 
The pa t ~e m directives are gcncr<Jlly added by the grammar, since the input to the unifier should be a 
semantic representation and therefore docs not conlain any constraint on word ordering. 
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A given grammar can generate several constrainlS. lhal is il C'}O add 2 or more pa t t.e r~ pairs lO the result. The 
unifier therefore includes a pat.t.ern unifier. The role of the paltern unifier is to lake several constraints on the 
ordering and EO oucput one ordering that subsumes all of lhem. 
The following symbols have a special meaning for the p:lllern unifier: dots and pound (standing respectively 
for the no lations .... ' and '#'). 
A pattern (el ... e2) (nOled in the program (el dots e2») indicates that the constituent el must 
precede the constiluent e2, but they need not be adjacent. Zero. one or many other constituents can come in 
between. The pattern (c 1 e2) still requires the sentence to sum with constituent cl and to end with c2. 
The pallern ( ... el ... e2 ... ) only forces el lO come before c2. 
The pound (#) symbol is used lO represent 0 or 1 conSlilllent. For example. if you want to allow a sentence lO 
Start with an optional adverbial, you can specify it with the IXlllcrn (" prot ... ve=b .,.). This directive 
wiU be compatible with both (prot. verb goal) and (adverb prot. verb goal) for example. 
As a consequence of the use of the twO symbols pound and dots. the constraints described by pattern 
directives are PARTIAL orderings. 
Appendix II describes some advanced uses of paltern unification. 
In addition. the pattern unifier can be used to enforce the unification of constituents. The classical example is 
given by the focus constiLUenL There is good linguistic evidence lhat the focus of a sentence tends to occur first in 
a sentence. To represent this constraint. a grammar can include the following directive: 
I (PATTER.>; (FOCOS DOTS» 
That is, a sentence should start with ilS focus. Now, we also know that a sentence at the active voice should 
start with its subject, that is ilS prot constituent. This is expressed by: 
I (PATTERN (PROT ••• VERB ••• » 
If both constrainlS are lO be satisfied. we need to S<ly thm focus and prot are actually the same constituent. 
otherwise. the 2 patterns are incompatible. That is. the con!\tiluents fOCU!5 and prot need lO be unified. This 
mechanism would be quite expensive LO implement for <.III constituenlS. and would need to meaningless attempts 
most of the time. Therefore, to allow this kind of unlllc<llion to occur. the current unifier requires the pattern to 
include a special direc:tive, indicating that a constituent C<.In be unified with other constituenlS lO make two patterns 
wmpatible. Thenotationu.sedis: (* con!5t.ituent.). 
ExUlpl.: 
(PAT'l"ElUI «* FOCUS) DOTS» 
(PATTERN (PROT DOTS VElUI DOTS» 
are compatible. and require the unification of the constilUenLS focu~ and prot. Note that prot needs not be 
"slaCed" to be unified with focus. The nowtion can be understood as specifying that fOCU!5 is a kind of "meta-
conslituent", 
NOTE: Patterns can contain full paths to specify conSlilllcnL<;, For example. the following is a legal pattern: 
i5 
(PATTERN ({prot n) (verb v) goal» 
NOTE: the unification of patterns is a non-deterministic operation. It can produce several results for a given 
input. and there IS no way to produce in which order these possible solutions will be tried. Caution should be 
exercised when specifying paucms: they should be specific enough to allow only acceptable word orderings (do not 
use too many docs) but should not be tOO specific to allow ior as yet not supponed constituents (for example. a 
sentence can start with an Adverbial. not necessarily an 1'01». 
5.6. Explicit specification of sub-constituents: the CSET keyword 
The unifier works recursively: it unifies first the lop-level FD against a grammar (generally the top-level FD 
represents a sentence). and then. recursively. it unifies cach of its constituents. For example. to unify a sentence, the 
unifer fIrst takes the whole FD and unifies it with the grammar of the sentences (cat 5). then it unifies the prot 
and goal with the grammar ofNPs (cal: np).then it unifies the verb with thegrammarofVPs (cat vp)_ 
You can specify explicitly which fe;)lures ot an FD corresponds to constituents and therefore need to be 
recursively unified. To do that. add a pair: 
{CSET (el .. _ en» 
For axample: 
{CSET (PROT VERB GOAL» 
The value of J c:set (slands for Constitucnt SEn is considered as a SET (in the mathematical sense). 
Therefore the 2 following paIrs arc corrcctly unified: 
I {CSET (PROT VERB GOAL» . (CSET (VERB GOAL PROT» 
Actually. two eset pairs arc unified if and only if there values are two equal sets. 
The current version of the unifier docs not rely exclusively of esets to find the constituents to be recursively 
unlfied_ Here IS the procedure followed to identify the constituent set of an fd: 
I.lfarcature (eset (el ... en» isfoundintheFD.theconstituentsetisjust(el __ • en)_ 
2. If no feature eset is found. the constitucnt sct i, the union of the following sub-fds: 
a. If a pair contains a fe~Hure (ea t ;.;X). It is considered a constituent. 
b. II a sub-fd is mentioned in the pattcm. it is considered a constituent_ 
As a consequence. esetS are rarely ncces~lry. They ore generally used when an fd contains a sub-fd that 
either is mentioned in the pattern or contains 0 reature ea t. but that you do NOT want to unify. In that case, you 
can explicitly specify the csel wilhoul including this unwonted sub-fd_ 
NOTE: A eset volues ean contain full pmhs to specify constituents. So for example, the following is a legal 
feature: 
(e.et «prot n) (verb v) goal» 
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5.7. The special value NONE 
There is a way to prevent an FD from ever geuing a value ror a given attribute. The syntax is: (atr. NONE). 
It means that the FD containing that pair will NEVER have a value for act. Or in other words. that the object 
dest:ribed by the FO has no attribute ace. 
5.8. The special value ANY - The Determination stage 
An any value in a pair means that the feature must have a determined value at the end of the unification. A 
complete unified FD will never contain an any. since an any stands for something that must be specified. If after 
unifying everything, the resulting FO contains an any. then the unification fails. 
An any represents a strong constrainL It means thal a fe.o1ture MUST be instantiated. any should not be 
understood as·the fearure has a value in the input" but :IS "th.:: feature WILL have a value in the result". 
The idea of a "resulting tinal FO" coming Out of the unification is importanL It actually implies that the process 
of unification is the composition of 2 sub-processes: the unification per se and what we call here the 
·'determination". 
The determination process assures that the resulting FO is well formed. It is a necessary stage since the 
"resulting final" FO is more constrained than regular FOs. Here is what the determination does: 
• checks that no any is left 
• testS all the test constraintS. 
It is important to realize that none of this can he done hefore the unification is finished. 
Note that in practice. ANY is used VERY rarely. 
5.9. The special value GIVEN 
NOTE: GIVEN is a keyword specific to this implementation. Its use is not recommended. See appendix IV for 
a list or the non-standard features of this implementation. 
A given value in a pair means that the feature mllst have a real value at the beginning of the unification. A 
unified I'd will never contain a given since given will always be unified with a real value. given is useful to 
spet:ify what feawres are necessary in an inpuL Il is also mut:h more efficient than any, It is often used in branches 
oi an d 1 t. to "lest" 'for the presence of a fealure. 
The rule is: when you think of using any, you often wantlO use given. 
5.10. The special attribute CAT: general outline of a grammar 
Each constituent of an FD is generally characteri7.ed by its "category". [n FD terms. that means each constiwent 
includes a feature of the fOfTTl (CAT ca t ego ry -name) • where category-name is expected to be an atom. 
A grammar is expected lO give directives for each possihle calegory. for example NP. vp. or NOUN. TIle 




<rest of gralT'mar for category S>) 
«cat np) 
<rest of grammar for category NP» 
<other categories> 
}}} 
NOTE: The current version of the unifier makes the assumption that the grammar has such a form. The (CA.T 
xxx) pairs must appear flfSl. The function grarr.ma=-p checks that a grammar has the right form. The list of 
categories known by the grammar can be found by using the function list -cats. See appendix IV for a list of the 
non-standard features of this implemcnt:llion. 
6. Tracing 
There are plenty of methods LO trace the proccss of unification, generating more or less outpuL You want to 
choose the method generating only the most relevant trace. 
6.1. External vs. Internal Traces: switches 
For the purpose of debugging the unificr, there is a switch generating an extremely detailed ompuL 
To use it, type: 
(internal-trace-on) 
To avitch it off: 
(internal-trace-off) 
The other traces are used to follow the process of unific.1Lion. and are used to debug a grammar, they don't give 
any information on the internals of the program. Thcse ;Jrc the external traces users generally use. 
Since these traces are oriented to a gr:lmmar clevelopper, we want the grammar deveJopper to indicate what 
portions of the grammar must be traced: the gr.lmmar is tr:lccd, not the program. Therefore, to trigger tracing, one 
must put directives into the grammar. At the Lisp Icvcl. ancl for a given grammar including tracing directives, traces 
can be switched on or off by the functions: 
(trace-on) enable all trace messages to be output. 
(trace-off) disable all trace messages to be output 
(all-tracing-flags 'optional (grammar *u-grammar*» 
return the list of all tracing flags defined in grammar. 
(trace-disable flag) disable flag. Everything works as if flag was not 
defined in the grammar. 
(trace-enable flag) re-enable a disabled flag. 
(trace-disable-all) disable all flags. 
(trace-enable-all) re-enable all flags. 
(trace-disable-match string) 
disable all flags whose names contain string. 
(trace-enable-match string) 
re-enable all flags whose names contain string. 
6.2. Tracing of alternatives and options 
The most useful trace of the unification is generated by giving a name to an alternative of the grammar. It is 
done by adding an atomic name after the keywords a 1 t or opt in the grammar: 
«alt PASSIVE 
( 
branch 1 of alt passive 
«verb «voice pasaive») 
(prot none» 
;; branch 2 of alt paasive 
«verb «voice paaaive») 
(prot any) 
(prot «cat np») 
(by-obj «eat pp) (prep «lex "by"») (np (A prot»» 
(pattern (dota verb by-obj dota»») 
body of alt p«aaive (colm'oOn to all branche.) 
(verb «eat verb-qroup») 
... ) 
Here. this fraction of the grammar has been marked by the directive: (alt PASSIVE ... ). (An equivalent 
nOlallOn is (alt (trace with PASSIVE) ... I.) The effect will be that all unification done subsequently 
Will be traced. producing the following output: 
--> Entering ALT PASSIVE 
--> Trying Branch '1 in ALT PASSrvE: 
--> Fail on trying (prot none) with 
(prot «nnp «n «lax boy»»») 
--> Trying Branch '2 in ALT PASSrvE: 
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If a uaced alternative is found later in lhe grc:lmmar. the level of indentation will increase. If the level of 
indentation decreases, that means a whole (a 2. t ... ) has failed. It is indicated by the output: 
--> Fail on ALl' PROT. 
The possible messages primed when the grammar is tr:lccd are: 
Move in the alternatives: 
E:NTERING ALl' f: BRANCH Iti 
FAIL IN ALl' f 
When the alt is indexed (cf section 7) : 
E:NTERING ALl' f -- JUMP INDEXED TO BRANCH Ii INDEX-NAME 
NO VALOE GIVEN IN INPUT FOR INDEX INDEX-NAME - NO JUMP 
For options: 
TRYING WITH OPTION 0 
TRYING WITHOUT OPTION 0 
Regular unification: 
ENRICHING INPOT WITH s AT LEVEL 1 
FAIL IN TRYING s with s ~T LEVEL 1 
Pattern unification: 
UNIFYING PATTERN P with P 
TRYING PATTERN P 
ADDING CONSTRAINTS c 
FAIL ON PATTERN P 
Oni!ication betwQQn pointers to constituents: 
OPDATING • WITH VALUE s AT LEVEL 1 
s BECOMES A POINTER TO s AT LEVEL 1 
OPDATING BOTH PATHS TO A BOONe 
HINTS: You WLlm to trace only the mosl rclev,lnt <llternmivcs of your grammar to generate the less output 
possible. IL is a good idea to trace first inner alternatives. Usc t race-disable and trace-enable to control 
which flags you want to use. 
6.3. Local tracing with boundaries 
If you want a more focused tracing, you can put anywhere in the grammar a pair of atomic flags whose first 
character must be a "%" (value of variable -trace-marker·). All the unification done between the 2 flags will 
be traced, and will produce the same messages as 1I~lIal. 
;; branch 2 of alt p ••• ive 
«verb «voice p ••• ive») 
(prot any) 
'by-obj' 
(prot «cat np») 
{by-obj «cat pp) (prep «lex "by"») (np (A prot»» 
'by-obj' 
(pattern (dot. verb by-obj dot.») 
All the unification done between the 2 flags %by·obj% will be traced. You furthermore will have a message: 
Sw1tch~q local trace f1aq. on and off: 
TRACING i'LAG f 
ONTRACING FLAG f 
2U 
Hh'ITS: You generally want to have only small ponions of the grammar put between tracing flags. 
604. The trace-enable and trace-disable family of functions 
In general. a grammar is defined in a file. that you IO:ld in your Lisp environmenL The tracing flags are defined 
in that file after the alts and Opts or as local Ibgs. When YOli develop a grammar. you want to focus on differem 
partS of the grammar. In order to do that. you \:an sclc\:ti\'dy enable or disable some of the flags defined in the 
grammar. 
The function all-1:.racing-flags returns a list of all the !lags defined in the grammar. You can then 
choose to enable oe disable all the flags. only a given l1:1g, or all fl:1gs whose name matches a given string. 
When a flag is disabled. everything happens as if the n~g was not defined at all in the grammar. Note that you 
cannot create a new flag in the grammar by using these functions. You can simply tum on and off existing flags. It 
is therefore a good idea to define all the possible ll:lgS in :1 gr:1mmar and to adjust the list of enabled flags from 
Within Ii~p. 
7. Indexing and Complexity of grammars 
In order to increase the efficiency of the unification. the progrdm allows the inclusion of index declarations in 
the grammar. To better understand why slich declarations C:1O make things faster it is necessary to understand what 
makes unification slow. 
7.1. Indexing 
The main problem for the program is to handle non·deterministic constructs in the grammar. The non· 
determinisuc constructs are currently: alt. opt <lnd pa::.:ern. Unification of these constructs with an input ean 
produce several results. Whenever the unifier enCOlinlers Stich a construcl. it does not know which of the possible 
results to choose. For example, when unifying an a 1 1:. there is no way to choose a branch out of the many available 
10 the d 1 c.. The way the program works IS to try each of the possibilities one aflee the other. When the unification 
later on fails. the program backtracks and tries the next pos:iibility, 
This method is aclually a blind search through the space of all the descriptions compatible with the grammar. 
Indexing is a teChnique used to guide the search in a more efficient way when more knowledge is available. 
The program allows indexing of al t consLructs,lThc indexing tells the unifier how to choose one branch out of 
the alternation based on the value of the index only, ;In<l without considering the other branches ever. The following 
example illustrates !.he u:chnique. 
1,\ ::pt conSlruCI is aClually an a:': wllh 2 branches, one helng Ihc: Invul nt!. !l would not make sense to index iL A pat-te:.-n comtrua iJ 
Jmbiguow because p!luerru like (oo.aoo.b.oo) and (oo.coo.doo.) C3n be: oomnincd in many way'. AClUaUy. il is alwl)'S men: efficient to pill paacnu at 
lhe end of lhe gl"3mmar. becausc much of lhe amlllguilY gcnemed hy thele p.anems would not c1ungc !hc unification &nywl)'. cXczpl when !he (-
conslHucnt) device is used.. In any case. lhe equivalcnl of 'indexing' a pallem, Ihal is redueinglhe ambiguity. jsto use u Cew dou u pOllibie in 
lhe ~uems. 
Example taken from qr4 











In the example. the (i:'1dex on p=ocess-type) declaration indicates thal all the branches of the alter-
nation can be distinguished by the value of the process -type feature alone. If the input contains a bound feature 
p=ocess-ty::;e. it is possible to dircctly choose the corresponding branch of the alternation. If however the input 
does no! correspond such a feature. il has 10 go through the al! in the regular way, with no jumping around. 
This is what happens in the !r:-lcing messages ror each c:\sc: 
If input is: 
«cat clause) (process -type attributive) ... ) 
Trace message is: 
-->Enterinq alt PROCESS -- Jump indexed to branch 3 ATTRIBOTrvE 
If input does not contain a feature process-type: 
«cat clause) (prot John) ... ) 
Trace message is: 
-->No value given in input for index PROCESS-TYPE - No jump 
-->Entering alt PROCESS -- Branch .1 
A grammar is always indc;.;cd <lIthe top-Ievcl by Ihc cat feature. It makes more sense to index on the features 
lhat will be bound in the tnput or <llthc momcmthe ale will getlried. but it never hurts to index an alt, so it is 
recommendcrlto index whatevcr IS indcxable. A program will be soon released to perform this indexation. 
The function fd-sem checks thal an indcx declaralion is valid. that is, thal each branch of the alternation 
actually has a bound value for the inde;.;. and that all the branches have a different value for the indexed feature. 
Note the synr:a.x of an a 1 t construct: 
alt-foz:a (alt {trace-decl} {inci4lx-ci4lcl} ( list-of-fds » 
trace-dec.l atoaic-flag (trace ( ... ) any-nag) 
inci4lx-ci4lcl (index ( ... ) index-path) 
index-path atomic-feature I valid-path 
The indexed feature can be at the LOp Icvel or all the hranchcs. as in the first example for process-type. but 
il can also be at lower levels. like in the following cxample: 
.,,., 
Example taken from qr4: 
«alt verb-trans (index on (verb transitivity-class») 
«(verb «transitivity-class intransitive») 
... ) 
«verb «transitivity-class transitive») 
.,. ) 
«verb «transitivity-class bitransitive») 
.,. ) 
«verb «transitivity-class neuter») 
... » 
... » 
NOTE: you CANNOT index an alternation if one of the indcxcd values is NONE. !'-IlL. ANY or GIVEN. 
7.2. Complexity 
The complexity of a grammar can be described by the number of possible paths through it, each pam cor-
responding to the choice of one branch for each nltcrn:llion. (This measure of complexity is the number of branches 
the grammar would have in disjunctive normal form (cf bibliography).) Indexing the grammar actually divides mis 
measure of complexity by a great number. 
The functions complex':'ty and avg-cor.-tplexity wmpute different measures of the complexity of a 
grammar. 
,---------------------------------------------------------------, (COMPLEXITY 'optional grammar with-index) 
--> number of branches of grammar in di.junctive normal form. 
- By default, grammar is *u-grammar* 
- By default, with-index is T. When it is T, all indexed alts are 
considered as one aingle branch, when it is nil. they are 
considered as regular alts. 
(AVG-COMPLEXITY 'optional grammar with-index rough-avg) 
--> "average" number of branches tried when input contains no 
constraint. 
- By default. grammar i. *u-grammar* 
By default, with-index i. T. When it i. T. all indexed alt. are 
con.idered a. one .ingle branch. when it ia nil. they are 
considered a. reqular alt •. 
By detault. rough-avg i. nil. When it is nil. the average ot an 
alt i. the.ua ot the complexity of the halt fir.t branche •. When 
it i. T, the .~raqe i. hal! o! the sum of the complexity of all 
branche •• 
Note that these functions do not currently m~lsurc the ambiguity of the patterns included in the grammar. 
8. :vtorphoJogy and Linearization 
The morphology module (partially wrillcn by Jay t-.lcycrs USC/lSI) makes many assumptions on the form of 
the incoming functional description. If you wan! to usc it, you must be aware of the following conventions. 
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8.1. Lexical categories are not unified 
The categories that are handled by the morphology module can be declared 10 be "lexical categories". If a 
category is a lexical category, it is not unified by the unifier, and it is passed unchanged to the morphology module. 
The assumption here is that the morphology module will do all the reasoning necessary for these categories. 
To declare that a category is le:<ic:1I, you can simply add itS name to the global variable 
~ lexical-categories". This variable is defined in file TOP.L. ItS current value is: 
(defvar *lQXical-categorie~* 
, (verb noun adj prep conj relpro adv punctuation modal) 
"The Lexical Cat .. gori .. ~ not t:.o be unified") 
8.2. CATegories Accepted by the morphology module 
The fOllowing categories only are known by the morphology module. If a category of another type is sent to the 
morphology, no agreement can be performed. The output in that case is: 
I <Unknown cat CC: LEX> 
MORPH accepts the following values as the value of the attribute CAT: 
NOUN: 
ADJ, ADV, CONJ, MODAL, PREP, RELPRO, PUNCTUATION, PHRASX: 
words are sent unmodified. 
agr.-mant in number is done. 
irregular plural must be put in the list *IRREG-PLURALS* 




agreement done on pronoun-type. case. gender. number, 
diatance, person. 
irregular pronouna are defined in file LlNEARIZ£.L 
agr_ment i a done on number. peraon. tenae and ending. 
irregular verba muat be put in the liat *IRREG-VERBS* 
in file LlNEARIZE.L 
agr.ement ia done on number, definite and firat letter of 
following word for "a"j"an" or feature a-an of following word. 
The funClion morphology-help will given you this information on-line if you need it 
8.3. Accepted reatures for VERB. ~OUN. PRONOUN, DET and PUNCTUATION: 
VERB: 
NOUN: 
ENDING: (ROOT. INFINITIVE. PAST-PARTICIPLE. PRESENT-PARTICIPLE) 
NUMBER: {SINGULAR. PLURAL} 
PERSON: (FIRST. SECOND, THIRD) 
TENSE (PRESENT. PAST) 
NUMBER: (SINGULAR. PLURAL) 
FEATURE: (POSSESSIVE) 
A-AN: (AN. CONSONANT) 
PRONOUN: 
PRONOUN-TYPE: {PERSONAL. DEMONSTRATIVE. QUESTION, QUANTIFIED} 
CASE: (SUBJECTIVE. POSSESSIVE. OBJECTIVE, REFLEXIVE) 
GENDER: {MASCULINE, FEMININE. NEUTER} 
PERSON: (FIRST, SECOND. THIRD) 
NUMBER: (SINGULAR. PLORAL) 
DISTANCE: (NEAR. FAR) 
DET 
NUMBER: (SINGULAR. PLORAL) 
PUNCTUATION: 
BEFORE: { ... u . . 
AFTER : ( '" .. , , 
". o • 
. . " (". ")". . .. ) 
"(". ")" .... ) 
The feature A·AI'I is used to Indicate cx(,;eption:; to the rule: normally, a noun starting with a consonant is 
preceded by the indefinile arlicle ";)" <lnd Ir the noun Sl:1rl"; with;) vowcl, it is preceded by "an." Some nouns stan 
with a consonant but mUSt slill be prcceded by ",m" (I'or c.~<lmple, "honor" or acronyms "an RST"). In that case, 
lhe feature (a-an an) muSt be added lO the wfTesponding noun. 
804. Possible values for features NUMBER, PERSON, TENSE, ENDING, BEFORE, 
A.FTER, CASE, GENDER, PERSON, DISTANCE, PRONOUN-TYPE, A-AN 
NUMBER: {SINGULAR, PLtJRAL} 
De~ault i. SINGOLAR. 
ENDING: {ROOT. INFINITIVE. PAST-PARTIC:PLE. PRESENT-PARTICIPLE} 
Default is none. 
PERSON: {FIRST, SECOND. THIRD} 






Defaul~ is PRESENT. 
{ .. . .. ..., 
., " 
": 00. 00 (00. 
Default is none. 
..) ". . .. ) (any punctuation sign) 
( .. : ", ".". ":". .. (". ") 00. • •• } 
Default is none. 
(SUBJECTIVE. OBJEC':'IVE. POSSESSIVE. REFLEXIVE) 
Default is SUBJECTIVE. 
GENDER: {MASCULINE, FEMININE. NEOTER} 
Default is MASCOLINE. 
PERSON: {FIRST, SECOND. THIRD) 
Default is THIRD. 
DISTANCE: {FAR. NEAR} 
Default i. NEAR. 
PRONOUN-TYPE: (PERSONAL, DEMONSTRATIVE, QOESTION, QOANTIFIED) 
Default ia none. 
A-AN: (A.~. CONSONANT) 
De~ault ia CONSONANT. 
9. The Dictionary 
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The package includes a dictionary LO handle the irregulariLies of the morphology only: verbs with irregular past 
forms and nouns with irregular plural only need LO be actdedto Lhe dictionary. 
There is no semantic infonnation Within Lhis diCLion;Jry. In ract. a more sophisticated fonn of lexicon should 
have the fonn of an FD. This dictionary is a parl of Lhe morphological module only. 
The way to add information to the lexicon is LO edit the values of the special variables *meg-plurals* and 
-irreg-verbs*. These variables are defined in the file LEXICON.L. After the modification. you need to execute the 
function (inirialiaze-Iexicon). The best way LO do that is to edit a copy of the file LEXICONL and to load it back. 
After loading it. the new lexicon will be rc;.)dy to lJSC. 







The variable *irreg-verbs" is a list of 5-uples of the form: (root present-third-person-singular past present-
participle past-participle) 
The default value starts like that: 
, «"become" "becomes" "became" "becoming" "become") 
("buy" "buys" "bought" "buying" "bought") 
("come ll "cornea" "came" "cominq" "com.") 
("do" "does·' "did" ··doing·· "dona") 
... ) 
10. Reference l\tlanual 
For the sake of completeness. lhis seClIon includes a list of all the functions. variables and switches that a user 
of FUF can manipulate. They are grouped under 6 categories. [n C<lch category. the list is sorted alphabetically. 
10.1. Unification functions 
10.1.1. *lexical-categories* 
Type: variable 
Description: The "lexica I-ca tego r ies" vari;Jblc is ;J list of category names. These categories are those that 
are sem lO the morphology component without being lIni lied. 
Standard Value: (verb noun adj prep con j relpro adv punctuation modal) 
10.1.2. *u-grammar* 
Type: variable 
Description: The "u-grammar" vari:Jble contains a Functional Unification Grammar. It is the default value to all 
the iuncLions expecling a grdlTlmar as argumcnL Il is:J valid rorm if grammar-p accepts it. 
10.1.3. u 
Type: function 
Calling rorm: (ufdl ftO) 
Argumenlo;: 
• fdl and fd2 are arbitrary FDs. fdl canna< conl:Jin non-dctenninistic constructs. fd2 can. 
D~scrjption: u unifies IdJ with Id2 and retums 3 values: a rcsulting fd. a continuation to call if more results are 
needed and a "stacie-frame" containing infonn:Jtion needed to run the continuation. u is a low-level function. 
1O.IA. uni 
Type: function 
Calling form: (uni inpUl-jd &opt:.ional grnmmar non-interactive) 
Arguments: 
• inpui: -::::. is an input fd. It must be recognized by fd-p. 
• grammar is a FUG. It must be recognized by grammar-po By default. it is "u-grammar". 
• ::on-interactive is a tlag. It is nil by default. 
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Description: uni unifies input-fd with grammar and lin~rizes the resulting fd. It prints the result and some 
statistics if non-interactive is nil. It retums no value. grammar is always considered as indexed on the feature cat. 
If inpuc-jd contains no feature cat the unification fails. (cL unif if this is the case.) 
10.1.5. uni-fd 
Type: function 
Calling form: (I..:ni-fd inpu,l-fd &optional grammar non-interactive) 
Arguments: 
• input-fd is an input fd. It must be recognized by fd-p. 
• grammar is a ruG. It must be recognized by grammar-po By default. it is lOu-grammar". 
• non-incerac:.i'Je is a nag. It is nil by default. 
Description: uni - fd unifies inpUl-Jd with grammar and retums the resulting total fd. The result is detennined. 
uni -fd prints the same statistics as uni if non-interactive is nil. grammar is always considered as indexed on 
the feature ca t. If inpUl1d contains no fealllre ca t the unificJtion fails. (cf. uni f if this is the case.) 
10.1.6. unif 
Type: function 
Calling form: (uni f inpu,l-jd &optional grammar non-interactive) 
Arguments: 
• input-fd is an input rd. It must be recognized by fd-p. 
• grammar is a FUG. It must be recognized hy grammar-po By default. it is "u-grammarlO. 
• non-interactive is a nag. It is ni 1 by default. 
Description: uni f unifies iltpul-fd with grammar ,In<1 retums thc resulting total fd. The result is cletennined. 
If inpuI1d contains no feawre cat. unif tries allthc catcgories retumed by list-cats until one returns a 
successful unificatkn 
unif checb inpw-fd with fd-p and it checks grammar with grammar-po unif prints the same statistics as 





Calling form: (Ed-syntax &opc'..onal/d print-warnings) 
Arguments: 
• :d is a list of pairs. It is Tu-g::amma::- by default. 
• print-'Narnings IS a nag. It is nil by dcfault. 
Description: Ed-syntax verifies that/d is a valid rd. If it is. it returns T. Otherwise. it prims helpful messages and 
returns ni 1. rf print-warnings is non-nil it also print waml" ~s for 311 the paths it encounters in the grammar. This 
is useful when you suspect that one path is invalid or pointing to a bad location. 
Diagnostics dctccted by fd-syntax 
message 
FD should be a list of am-valuc pairs. 
--- W ARJ.'lING: -A is used as an attribute nOl as 
a flag. 
Too many values given. 
Too few values given. 
Illegal use of flag or too many vnlues given. 
Illegal value for the attribute OPT. 
Value of special attrlbutc AL T should be :t list of 
FD's. ! 
Value of special attrIbute OPT should be <In FD. 
Value of special attribute CSET must be :t list of 
paths. 
Value of special attribute PATTERN should be a 
list of paths or mergeable atoms. 
A value should be either a symbol. a valid path 
or an FD. 
.. - W ARNlNG: -s is assumed to be a valid r:llh. 
10.2.2. fd-sem 
Type: function 
Calling rorm: (fd-sem &optional/d grnmmnr-p) 
Arguments: 
condition 
Onc of the element of the list of pairs is not a 
p'lir :md not a valid tracing flag. 
Onc of the attributes of the pairs is a valid trac-
ing l13g, but is not considered as a tracing flag but as 
a regular attribute. 
One of the pairs contain more than 2 valid ele-
ments. 
One of the pairs contain less than 2 valid ele-
mcnts. 
A tracing flag is in a bad position. 
OPT cxpects a valid FD as a value. 
The syntax of alt is (alt (fdl ... 
fjn) ) . The value of al t is not a list of valid fds. 
SynLax of opt is (opt fd). 
C 5 e t accepts a flat list of atoms or paths only as 
constitucnts. 
pa t te rn accepts a flat list of atoms, paths or 
mcrgcable constituents. A mergeable constituent is 
mmkcd (* c). 
A pair is an (attribute value) list and 
\·,tlllC can only be a symbol, or a valid path (that is, a 
!lat list of constituent names starting with 0 or more 
''') or rccursively an fd. None of these 3 categories 
h:lS hcen rccognized in this case. 
Whcn print-warnings is non-nil, this message 
is printed for all paths occuring in/d. 
• :: d IS a syntactically \'alid fd. It tnu:-t be rccognl/cd hy : c! - p. It is • u -g r amma r· by default. 
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• grarr.mar-p is a flag. It is T by default. 
Description: fd-sem verifies that fd is a semnnLically vnlid fd. If it is. it returns T. Otherwise, it prints helpful 
messages and returns nil. If grammar-p is non-nil fd-sem ex pccts Jd to be a grammar. It allows disjunctions in 
fd. In this case, fd-sem rcturns 3 valucs if I" is a valid grnmmar: T, the number of traced alternatives in the 
grammar, and the number of indexed alternatives. 
If grammar-p is nil.fd is considcred 3S an input fd. Disjunctions are not allowed. In any case, only one value 
is returned (1' or ::il). 
Diagnostics detected by fd-sem 
mcssage condition 
grammar-p is nil and a disjunction has been 
Disjunctions are not allowed in input fds. found infd. 
--- Warning: PATTERN or CSET sholild not he grammar-p is nil and a patcern or cse~ has 
placed in input. been found infd. 
An attribute has been found with 2 different 
atomic values in the same branch of a disjunction. 
Contradicting values for attributc -so 
10.2.3. fd-p 
Type: function 
Calling form: (fd-p inpw-jcf) 
Arguments: 
• inpur-Id is an fd with no disjunctions. 
(for example. «a 1) (a 2))). 
Description: checks that inplll-ld IS both synwclically and semantically a valid fd. 
NOTE: Do not use fd·p on grammars. 
IO.2A. grammar-p 
Type: function 
Calling form: (gt:amma t:-P &opt ional/d print-messages print-warnings) 
Arguments: 
• fd is a FUG. It is -u-grammar- by defaulL 
• print-messages is a flag. It is T by def:lull. 
• print-warnings is a flag. It is nil by default. 
Description: gra.tmlar-p verifies Lhatfd is :l valid grammar, both syntactically and semantically. If it is, it prints 
some statistics and returns T. Otherwise, it prints hclpful messages and returns nil. 
I f print-messages is nil no statistics are printed. 
If print-warnings is non-nil wamings are printed for all the paths encountered in the grammar. This is useful 
when you suspect that one path is invalid or pointing to a had lootion. 
NOTE: do not use grammar-p on input fds. 
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10.3. Tracing 
10.3.1. "all- trace-off* 
Type: variable. 
Descrip tion: The" all-to ::ace -0 f f" vari:1ble contains a nng that is recognized by the unifier and terminates the 
priming of all tracing messages. It must be placed in a valid position for a tracing nag. 
Standard Value: O/OTRACE-OFF% 
10.3.2. *all-trace-on* 
Type: variable. 
Description: The "'all-t::ace-on* variable conlains a Ilag that is recognized by the unifier and undoes the 
effect of the "'a\l-traee-off* nag, that is, it reenables all tracing mes~ages. It must be placed in a valid position for a 
tracing flag. 
Standard Value: %TRACE-ON% 
10.3.3. *trace-determine" 
Type: variable. 
Description: The "t::ace-cecermine" is a switch enabling the priming of tracing messages on the deter-
mination stage. It indicates which T::ST expressions are eV;JllJated. 
Standard Value: nil 
10.3A. *trace-marker* 
Type: variable. 
Description: The "trace-marker" vari;lble C()nt:1ins a charactcr. It is used to determine valid tracing flags: if 
the first character of the name of a symbol is -trace·marker'. the symbol is a valid tracing-flag_ 
Standard Value: • \ % 
10.3.5. *top* 
Type: variable. 
Description: The "top· variable is a switch enabling the pnnung of extensive debugging messages on the 
backtracking behavior of the unifier. Should be used ror development only. 
Standard Value: nil 
10.3.6. all-tracing-flags 
Type: function 
Calling form: (all-tracing-flag:s &optional grammnr) 
Arguments: 
• grammar is a ruG. It must be rccognizcd by gramma r-p. By default, it is "u-grammar". 
Description: all-cracing-flag:s returns a list of ,lllthc tracing !lags defined in grammar, in the order where 




Calling form: (inte.::nal-t.::ace-off) 
Description: in ce ':::'1a 1-:. .::ace -0 f = turns off the lr..lcing of internal debugging information. Initially, no debug-
ging informiltion is primed. 
10.3.8. internal-trace-on 
Type: function 
Calling form: (im.e':::'1al-t.::ace-on) 
Description: ince=nal-t.::ace-on turns on the tr.Jcing of internal debugging information. Initially, no debug-
ging information is printed. Should be used for development only. 
10.3.9. trace-disable 
Type: function 
Calling form: (t.::ace-disablej7ag) 
Arguments: 
• flag is a tracing nag. A tracing nag must be an clement of the result of all-tracing-flags. 
Description: trace-disable disables the tracing lllgflag. Initially. all tracing flags are enabled. 
10.3.10. trace-disable-all 
Type: function 
Calling form: (t=ace-disable-all) 
Description: trace -di 5 able -a 11 dis.1bles all tracing nags. Initially. all cracing flags are enabled. 
10.3.11. trace-disable- match 
Type: function 
Calling rorm: (t=ace-disable-rnatch string) 
Arguments: 
• string is a string. 
Description: t r ace-di s abl e -rna tch disables all tracing flags whose names contain string as a sUbstring. 
Initially. all tracing flags are enabled. 
10.3.12. trace-enable 
Ty~: function 
Calling fonn: (trace-enablej7ag) 
Arguments: 
• flag is a lraCing flag. A tracing nag must be an clement of the result of all-tracing-flags. 
Description: t race-enable enables the tracing llagj7ag. Initially, all tracing flags are enabled. 
10.3.13. trace-enable- all 
Type: function 
Calling form: (trace-enable-all) 




Calling form: (t::ace-enable-:natch string) 
Arguments: 
• string is a string. 
Description: t ::ace -enable -rna t C!1 enables all tr.1cing nags whose names contain string as a substring. In-
itially, all tracing /lags are enabled. 
10.3.15. trace-off 
Type: function 
Calling form: (t::ace-off) 




Calling form: (trace-on) 
Description: t ::ace-on lurns on tracing. 




Calling form: (a vg-complexi ty &optiona 1. grammar with·index rough-avg) 
Arguments: 
• grammar is a grammar. Il must be rccognized by grammar-po It is *u-grammar* by default. 
• o..,;:'t:'-index is a /lag. It is T by default 
• ::ough-avg is a /lag. It is nil by default 
Description: avg-complexi ty computes a measure of the average complexity of a grammar. It tries to compute 
an "average" number of branches tried when the input to unification contains no constraint 
When with-iruJ.a is'T, all indexed alLS are considered as single branches. when it is nil, they are considered as 
regular al ts. 
When rough-allg is nil. the average of an a 1 t is the ~lIm of the complexity of the first half of the branches. 
When il is T. the average is half the sum of the complexity of all branches. 
10.4.2. complexity 
Type: function 
Calling form: (cornplexi ty &optional grammar with-index) 
Arguments: 
• 33 
• grar:1rnar is a grammar. ft must be recognizcd by grar..'1'lar-p. It is *u-grammar x by default. 
• .".:.. t ~ - index is a flag. It is T by default. 
Description: complexit.y computcs a measure of the complcxity of a grammar. It tries to compute the worst case 
number of branches tried whcn thc input to unification contains no constraint. The number it returns is equivalent to 
the number of branches the grammar would have in disjunctive normal form. 
When wilh-index is T. all indcxed ailS are considcrcd :1S single branches. when it is nil. they are considered as 
regular al ts. 
10.S. Manipulation of the dictionnry 
10.S.1. "'dictionary* 
Type: variable 
Description: The "'dic:.ioroary" v~lriable is " hash-table containing different types of entries. Each entry con-
tains information on irregular morphological words. 
The current dictionary conL.1ins entries for vcrbs. nouns and pronouns. It is defined in file LEXICON.L 
The entries conUlin the following properties: 
• verb: present-third-person-singular past prescnt-participle past-participle 
• noun: plural 
• pronoun: subjective objective possessive rellc:<ive. 
10.S.2. Iexferch 
Type: function 
Calling rorm: (lexfetch key property) 
Arguments: 
• key is a non-inflccted "root" form of a word. It must be a string. 
• properry is one of the properties dcfined in -dictionary- for the part-of-speech of the word. 
Description: lexfet.ch fctches the innectcd form of the word key from the hash-Ulble *dictionary*. The 
properties accessible are those defined in .. dict. iana ry". 
10.5.3. lexstore 
Ty~: function 
Ca lIing rorm: (lex~tore tty properry vatu/!) 
Arguments: 
• key is a non-inflected "root" form of a wont. It must be a string. 
• properry is one of the properties defined in adictionary- for the part-of-speech of the word. 
• value is the inflected form of key for properly. It must be a string. 
Description: lexstore stores the inllccted form value of the word key in the hash-table *dictionary* . The 
properties accessible are those defined in • di c t i on a r:y' . 
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10.6. Linearization and Morphology 
10.6.1. call-linearizer 
Type: function 
Calling form: (call-linearizerfd) 
Arguments: 
• fd is a unified determined tOUlI fd. It must be accepted by fd-p. 
Description: call-linearizer takes a complete determined fd in input and returns a string corresponding to 
me linearization of the fd. 
10.6.2. gap 
Type: feature. 
Description: if a constituent contains the feature gap. it is not realized in the surface (it is a gap. still holding me 
place of an invisible constituent in the S01JClure). It is used for implementing long-distance dependencies. 
10.6.3. morphology-help 
Type: function. 
Calling form: (morphology-help) 
Description: gives on-line help on what me morphology component can do. 
10.7. ~lanipulation of FDs as data-structures 
10.7.1. FD-intersection 
Type: function 
Calling form: (fd-intersectionfdl fd2) 
Arguments: 
• fdl and[d2 are valid fds (recognized by Ed-p). They represent lists as fds. using constituents car and 
cdr. and are terminated by a (cdr none). 
Description: Ed-intersection computes the intersection of two lists represented as FDs. and returns the result 
as a regular Lisp list. 
10.7.2. FD-member 
Type: function 
Calling form: (fd-member ~/l[dlisl) 
Arguments: 
• elt is any value acceptable as a value to an (attribute va lue) pair. 
• fdlisl is a valid fd (recognized by fd-p). It reprc."enlS a list as an rd. using constituents car and cdr. 
and is terminated by a (cdr none). 
Description: fd-membe r works as the lisp iunction me:nbe r hut on a list represented by an fd. It returns a list 
represented by an fd. 
10.7.3. FD-to-list 
Type: function 
Calling rorm: (:d-to-list.fdlist) 
Arguments: 
• fdlist is a valid fd (recognized by fd-p). It represents :1 list as an fd. using constituents car and cdr. 
and is terminated by a (cdr nor.e l . 
Description: fd-to-l':"st converts :1 list from an Cd representation to a lisp representation. 
10.7A. gdp 
Type: function 
Calling rorm: (gdpfdpath) 
Arguments: 
• fd is a valid fd (recognized by :d-p). 
• path is a valid path (that is a nat list of constituent names. starting with 0 or more A) 
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Description: gdp goes down the path path (hence its name: GoDown Path) and returns the fd found at the end of 
path. It is the only function that should be uscd to acccss sub-p.1rts of an fd. gdp always returns a valid fd. 
gdp worles only if the special variable -inplIt- is accessible and bound to the total fd containingfd. 
If path leads to a non-existent sub-rd. gdp rctllrns: 
• NONE: if the fd cannOt be extendcd to includc :;uch a sub-fd (that's when we meet an atom on the way 
down) 
• .1\~ : if the fd MUST be extended to incilidc such a sub-rd (and exactly this sub-fd. that is only when 
the value is ANY) 
• NIL: otherwise (that is. an UNRESTRICTED I'd). 
10.7.5. gdpp 
Type: funclion 
Calling rorm: (gdpp fd path frame) 
Arguments: 
• fd is a valid fd (recogni7.cd by fd-pl. 
• path is a valid path (that is a Ilat list of constituent n:lmcs. starting with 0 or more A) 
• frame is a structure of type frame. By dcfault it is dUIT'.my-frame. an empty frame. 
Description: gdpp goes down the path path (hcnce its n;]me: GoDownPaLhPair) and returns the pair whose value is 
the fd found at the end of pain. It is the function that should be used to work as the basis to the setf of gdp, to set 
values to parts of an fd. gdpp always returns a p<lir whose second is a valid fd. and is never a path or none if fd 
cannoteextendedLOincludepath. (gdpp 'input" nil) returns the pair (""top* *input") (where*input* 
refers to the total fd). 
gdpp worles only if the special variable' input· is 4lcccssible and bound to the toLal fd containingfd. 
If path leads to a non-cx.istent sub- fd. gdpp cx tends (by physical modification) fd to include a path down to the 
required path if possible. or the function rcturns none. When the fd is modified physically,fra17U! is updated (the 




Calling rorm: (lise-eo-Ed list) 
Arguments: 
• list is a regular lisp list. 
Description: list.-t.o-fd converts a list rrom a a lisp reprcscnl.1tion to an FD representation. 
10.8. Fine tuning of the unifier 
10.8.1. *any-at-unification" 
Type: variable 
Description: If ,. any-at. -uni :icar.ion" is :".:'1, and the unifier encounters a pair (attribute any) in the 
grammar, and no feature a e:: r ibut.e exists in the input, the unification succeeds and the input is enriched with the 
pair (attribute any). Only at the determination st:1gc, it is checked whether anys remain in the total fd. If it is the 
case, the unification fails, and the unifier backtracks. 
If "any-at-unification" is non-nil, the test to decide whether the feature attribute exists or not is 
performed immediately on the non-determincd fd. The result may be incorrect. but it is much faster. The result is 
assured to be correct if the fe<Hure tested is one that is never instantiated by the grammar, and is expected ID be 
provided in the input. 
Standard Value: T 
10.8.2. *keep-cset* 
Type: variable 
Description: If "keep-csee" is nil. the detcrmin<1tion sl:1ge removes all the cset. features from the total fd. If 
it is T it keeps them. 
Standard Value: nil 
10.8.3. *keep- none * 
Type: variable 
Description: If" keep-none" is nil, the dClermln:llion slagc rcmoves all the pairs whose value is none from 
the total fd. If it is T it keeps them. 
Standard Value: T 
1.1. Finding the tiles 
Appendix I 
Instrlliation of the Package 
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You need to find out on which machine <lnti under ..... hich directory the system is available. You also need to 





At Columbia, available 
on Lisp-A (Symbolical, in directory >elhadad>fu£.> 
on the HP workstations (HP-OX), in /u/cs/elhadad/Fug/work/ 
(define environment variable "fuq2" to thi.s value: 
under csh: satanv fug2 /u/cs/alhadad/Fug/work 
under ksh: fug2=/u/cs/elhadad/Fug/work; QXport fug2) 
Examples are in the subdirectory named "axamples". 
on Lisp-A: (load ">elhadad>fuf>fug") 
on the HPs: ~ cl ~need to have /lisp/bin is path 
CL> (load "Sfug2/fug2") 
The file FUG2.L will IO<ld oil the required modules. Examples are in the files GRO. GRl and up fer the 
grammars. and in files IRO. IR 1 .... and lip for the inputs. The examples are of increasing complexity. 
To try the example a , type: 
CL> (load "grO") 
t 
CL> (load "irO") 
t 
1.2. Porting to a new machine 
The program is contained in 16 Jiles of source and 10 files of examples. All the source files should be grouped 
in a directory. that we will call here S fug2. :lnd the example tiles in a subdirectory of Sfug2 called examples. 
Once this is done. you probably need to edit the file FUG2.L. This file loads all the required modules and 
defines a few functions useful for compiling or lo,l<iing the package. [n the file FUG2.L. lhe function require is 
used to load all submodules. requi re t.1ke~ a~ i'iN ,1rgumCnL the name of a module. and accepts a second optional 
argument.. the name of the file conlaining th.ll module. 
You must cfw1ge the second arguments of all the requi re statements in file FUG2.L and update there the 
name of the directory. from Sfug2 to the name of your directory. 
You also need to edit the first line of the function~ compile-fug and reload-fug and change there the 
name of the directory rrom S fug to the new n;lmc. 






NOTE TO UNIX USERS: if you run CommonLisp under Unix. and your version of Lisp ean read environment 
variables and expands such variables in liIe names (for example, (load "-userx/filel n ) is a valid state-
ment., or (load "Sva r / f ile2") ). then you don't need to edit the file FUG2.L. All you need 10 do is 10 define 
me environmenc variable" fug2" to the compicte pnthnnme of the directory containing the source files. 
Once this installation is done. all you need to do to loao the package is (load "$ fug2 / fug2 n) (with 
S fug2 / replaced by the name of your oirectory if yOIl arc nOlundcr Unix), 
1.3. Packages 
The whole package is loaded in package I FUG2. The c,)siest way to access it is 10 type: 
(1n-paci:&g8 "FUG2") ;; note the upper-case 
or 
(us8-packag8 "FUG2") 
The following symbols arC exported from p;!cbge 'FUG2 (they are the external symbols of the package, cf 
[Steele-84. chapter II. p 171 -192)): 
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In addition. the following symbols arc cxtcrn<l!. Thcse arc the keywords used as names in the code: 
-10 
top.! 
External Symbols of pacbge FUG (keywords) 
File Symbols 
. 3lready exists in LISP 




















All these symbols are documented for reference in section 10. If you use the package FUG2 lfl another 
package, only these symbols will be imported. 
Appendix II 
Advanced Features 
ILL Advanced Uses of Patterns 
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In addition to constrain the ordering of constitllenL'\, the pnuem unifier can be used to enforce the unification of 
constituents. The classical example is given by the :: Deus constituent. There is good linguistic evidence that the 
focus of a sentence lends lO occur first in J sentence. To represent this constraint, a grammar can include the 
following directive: 
I (PATTER.'l (FOCOS DOTS» 
That is, a sentence should start with iL<; foclls. ;--:ow, we also know that a sentence at the active voice should 
start with its subject. that is its prot constituent. This i~ e.~prcsscd by: 
I (PATTERN (PROT •. , VERB ... » 
If both constraints are to be satisfied. we need to say that focus and prot are actually the same constituent, 
otherwise. the 2 patterns are incompatible. Th:lt is, the constituents focus and prot need to be unified. This 
mechanism would be quite expensive to implement ror all constituents. and would need to meaningless attempts 
most of the time. Therefore. to allow this kinc1 of lInilic:llion to occur, the currem unifier requires the pattern to 
include a special directive. indicating that a constitllent can be unified with other constituents to make two patterns 
compatible. The notation used is: (" con s tit ue n t ) . 
Example: 
(PATTERN «* FOCOS) DOTS» 
(PATTERN (PROT DOTS VERB DOTS» 
are compatible. and rcquire the unification of thc constituents focus and prot. Note that prot needs not be 
"stared" to be unified with focus. The nOl4ltion can tic understood as specifying that focus is a kind of "meta-
constituem" . 
n.2. Advanced uses of CSET 
Note that CSET is rarely used, and most often 1I!'Cc1 when you DO NOT want a sub-fd to be unified as a 
constituent, even though it is mentioned in a pallern or it conulins a feature (cat xx). 
When a CSET feature is specified. the orc1er of the constituents can be important to make unification more 
efficient. The unifier traverses the inpllt rd hrC<Htth-llrst identifying constituents at each level. Within the same 
level. the CSET feature when prescnt specifics in which orncr the constituents must be unified. Therefore. if there is 
a constituent known to be C<lsy to uniry. "ntl whosc valllc connition the unification of the brother constituents. it 
should be unified first. and pl:lcerl first in the CSET. This way. the CSET feature can be used to optimize the work 
of the unifier . 
. )
«cat hard) 
(a I) i. 
(b it) i. 
(c t) is 
(caet (c a b) » 
hard to unify 
hard to unify 
easy to unify 
; unify c 
and constrains 
first. then a 
the unification of a and b 
and b. 
II.3. Long Distance Dependencies (lnd the GAP feature 
The special feature ga~ is used to indicate th:H a constituent must not be realized in the surface texL If a 
constituent contains an attribute ga~ with :lOy non-NONE v;Jllle, the linearizer will skip it 
This device is used to implement long-distance (icpendcncies in grammars. For example, in a relative clause, the 
relative pronoun can be viewed as the mnrker of the relnriviznrion, nnd the relative clause as a complete clause, with 
one constituent elided. Thus, in The man whnm I know, the rel:llive clause would have the structure flenow the man 
and the constituent the man woul(l .~\.! a ga~. whereas the rcl:lli\'e pronoun whom would inherit its properties. 
IIA. Specifying complex constr(lints: the TEST and CONTROL keywords 
NOTE: These two keywords are ~pccific to this implementation. Their use is not recommended. See appendix 
IV for a list of the non-standard features of this implcment:uion. 
"est and control are twO "impure" spccifiGllions: they do not rely on Lhe principle of unification to prevent 
a successful unification of 2 FOs. cant rol sholiid not be used except under extremely special circumstances. For 
the time being, it can be considered a synonym of test. 
t.est is used to add a complex constraint on the resliit of a IInifiC<ltion. A complex conSLraim refers to any Lisp 
predicate. If at the end of the unification the prcdic:ue is ,;lIisfied when npplied to the resulting fd, the unification 
succeeds, otherwise it fails, and the unifier backtracks to find anOther solution. 
The s~ial character '@' is used to refer to p;trts of the FD in the expression of the constraints. A • must be 
followed by a valid path (either absolute or rebt ivc). The ex pression ~ (~ ~ a b) is replaced by Lhe value of the 
feature refered to by that path before the predic:lle is evaluated. 
The order in which the test prerlic:Hes will he evaillated is obviously not determined. Side effectS are 
therefore SnONGL Y discouraged within the bOOy of the r. es r. constraints. 
Example. : 
«(a 1) 
(te.t (equal I(a) 8(b»» 




(te.t (numberp ala»~»~ 
There IS conceptually the s.1me difference hetwC'cn TEST and CONnOL as there is between ANY and 
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GIVEN: TEST constraints are tested at dClermin'llion time. whereas CONTROL constraints are tested as soon as the 
unifier meets them. CONTROL is therefore in general mllch more efficient than TEST. but the results it provides 
are unpredictable in certain cases (if the fcailires leslcd Zlre given a different value laler on during the unification, the 
result of the test could be di fferent). 
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Appendix III 
Non linguistic applications of the unifier: dealing with lists 
Unification as used in the theory of functional unification grammars is a powerful mechanism that is nOt 
resaicted to linguistic domains. [t can be viewed as a "rrogramming language" of its own. Actually. it is similar by 
many aspects to PROLOG. There are however some very specific features that make worlcing with this version of 
unifcation well adapted to grammars. and not so \\'ellto more classic programming tasks. 
III.I. The member/append example 
To make things clear. this implemenwtion includes a "grammar" doing some list processing. The only opera-
[lons presented are member and append. This gmmmar is in the directorey examples in file GR5.L. It is printed here 
for easy reference for the discussion . 
• «alt 
( «cat append) 
(alt append 
:: First branch: append([].Y.Y). 
( «x none) 
(z (" y» 
This is to normalize the result of a (cat append): 
it must contain the CAR and CDR of the reault. 
(car (" z car» 
(cdr (" z cdr») 
;; Second branch: append([X/Xs].Y. [X/Z]) ;-append(Xa.Y.Z). 
«alt « (x «car any»» thia alt allo",. for partially 
«x «cdr any»»» ; defined liata X in input. 
;; recursive call to append 
;; with new arguments x. y and z. 
(caet (z» 
(z: «car (" " x car» 
(cdr «cat append) 
{x (" " " x cdr» 
(y (" " " y»»» 
(car (" % car» 
(cdr (" % cdr»»» 
( «cat member) 
(alt member 
« (x (" year») 
«y «cdr any») 
(m «~t member) 
(x (A A x» 
(y ("" y cdr»»»»»» 
This grammar is actually almost equivalen! to the following PROLOG program: 
member (X, [XI_]) . 
meznber(X. [_IY)) :- member(X.Y) 
append([J,Ya.Ya) . 
append([XIXaJ,Ya. [XIZa]) '- append(X •• Y.,Za). 
Note that the PROLOG form is mllch niccr~ Bllt there are reasons to look at the FUG version anyway. Here is 
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how i[ works. 
III.2. Representing lists as FDs 
The first problem to handle lists wiLh FUGs. is LO represenLlists as FDs, since FUGs can handle only FDs. 
Quite simply, lists are represented as an FD with two fC:llllrcs, CAR and CDR (wim names ala Lisp). 
The li.t (a b c) is represented by the FO: 
«car a) 
(cdr «car b) 
(cdr «car c) 
(cdr none»»» 
The list (a (b c» is represented by the FO: 
( (car a) 
(cdr ( (car ( (car b) 
(cdr ( (car c) 
(cdr none)}») 
(cdr nona}») 
111.2.1. NIL and variables 
Note in the previous example thal the eqlJlvalcnt of thc iI~p atom NIL is NONE in me FD. NIL in an FD means 
"anything can come here" whereas NONE means "nothing can wme here". NIL Lherefore plays a role similar to 
uninst.antiated variables in PROLOG. 
The PROLOG axpre.sion (a X el can be repre.ant.d by the YO: 
«car a) «car a) 
(cdr «car nil) (cdr «cdr «car c) 
(cdr «car c) <==> (cdr nona»»» 
(cdr nona»»» 
The PROLOG expr.ssion (a b I XsI can be represented by the FD: 
«car a) 
(cdr «car 0»» 
III.2.2. The" .... " notation 
The car/cdr notation for lists is very awkward to IISC. The lile FDLIST.L includes a mechanism to translate 
between the regular Lisp nOl2tion and the FD nOI<llion. It rlcfincs the macro-<:haracter "-~ to indicate list values. 
«cat member) 
(x a) 
(y -(c b a») 
«cat member) 
<:2> (x a) 
(y «car c) 
(cdr «car b) 
(cdr «car a) 
(cdr none»»»» 
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Note that the "-" noullion C:1O be used only I'm completcly srccified lists. If some elements are uninstantiated. 
you must describe the list with the car/cdr nOl<llion. 
IIL3. Environment and variahle names vs. FD and path 
The notions of environment and variablc in PROLOG or LISP correspond to the notion of "total FD n and path 
in Functional Unification. What we call a "towl FD" is the highcst level FD. the one corresponding to the pam O. It 
is me FD corresponding to the input to the unifier. and that will be "determined" at me end of unification. This FD 
comainsallthe environment of J comput:ltion. 
Variables are then just places or positions wilhin this lOt.:!1 FD. 
If the total FD is the FD corresponding co (a X c) 
«car a) 
(cdr «cdr «car c) 
(cdr none»»» 
Th. variable X can be refered to by using the path (cdr car) 
I1I.4. Procedures vs. Categories, A rgll ments vs. Constituents 
A program in FUG can be viewed as a collcuion of rrocedures. each procedure being represented by a 
category. In the member c.~amrlc of seetlnn In. I. :In inrul containing the feature (Cal member) will be sent to me 
member procedure. 
Procedures expect arguments and return rcsuIL~. There is no notion of input and output in unification. as far as 
argumenLS are concerncd. So wc just conSider argllments in general. For example. the member procedure has two 
argumenLS. called X and Y and represented in FUG nOI.ltion hy the constituents X and Y of me (cal member). 
The procedure append has three :Irguments. X. Y and Z. Z can be seen as the "result" of me procedure. or in 
functional notation: Z = JPpend(X.Y). 
Note that. as in the corresponding PROLO\. rrnl,!ram. the FUG implementation of member and append is 
non-direcuonal. All of the arguments c;ln r.c rarll;! II Y '[X'cilied. and the unification enforces me relation existing 
between mem. 
111.5. The total FD includes the stack of ~II computation 
One problem wim me way FUG .... w\.: is Ih:u there is no notion of "environment" besides the total FD. 
Therefore. when a program works recursively. :111 Ihe IOCJI variables lhat are normally stacked in an external 
environment are Slacked within the 101411 FD. Al Ihe cnd. thc lot:ll FD contains me whole stack of me computation, 
and is preuy heavy 10 manipulale. 
As an example here is Ihe result nf the "lInrlc call arrx: nc1(I:l.bl.[c.dI2): 
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«CAT APPEND) 
(X «CAR A) (CDR «CAR B) (COR ~lONE»») 





(X «CAR B) (CDR NONE») 






(Y «CAR C) (CDR «CAR D) (CDR NONE»» 
(Z «CAR C) (CDR «CAR D) (CDR NONE»») 
(CAR C) 







(Y «CAR C) (CDR «CAR D) (COR NONE»») 
(Z «CAR C) (CDR «CAR D) (CDR NONE»» ) 
(CAR C) 
(CDR «CAR D) (CDR NONE»»»») 
«CAT APPEND) 
(X «CAR B) (CDR NONE») 






(Y «CAR C) (CDR «CAR D) (CDR NONE»») 
(Z «CAR C) (CDR «CAR D) (CDR NONE»») 
(CAR C) 





(Y r<aa C) (CDR «CAR D) (CDR NONE»») 
(Z ((c:aa C) (CDR «CAR D) (CDR NONE»») 
(Olt -C) 
(CDR (COlt 0) (CDR NONE» ) ) ) ) ) ) 
Fonunately, the only thing of interest in lhis FD is pmhahly the value of the constituents CAR and CDR of Z. 
... 
'\ 
III.6. Analogy with PROLOG programs 
We have seen so far what aspects of FUGs 'lre specific and different from other programming languages. 
A program written using a FUG is very SlInil<lr to J PROLOG program: 
• The notion of success and failure in unification are equivalent to the "yes" and "no" of PROLOG 
programs. 
• Simple statement can be combined using the connectives AND and OR: both FDs and PROLOG 
statements make use of conjunction :lnd disjunction. 
• Both notations rely heavily on unification. and refinement of partial descriptions to perfonn computa-
tions. 
III.7. Use of Set vnlues in Iingllistic aplllications 
This discussion of FUGs as programming langu:lges can appear frivolous. It is actually motivated by the desire 
to integrate more expres..<;ive features 10 Itngliistic grammars. 
There are many differeOl re'lsons to usc ~et \':lIucs in £rammatical descriptions. For example, to describe a 
conjunction like "John, Mary and Fr:lOk" the sct (John, Mary, Frank) appears as a good candidate. Many other 
applications for the category of set appc.1r quitc n,lIl1f:llly whcn writing a grammar. 
We want to be able to express grnmmatic;J1 constminL<; on such constructs within the framework of FUGs. We 
have found the procedures member and append [0 he ljllitc useful in [his attempt. 
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Appendix IV 
Non standard features of the implelnentation and restrictions 
The current implementation includes featllres not available in other systems working with functional unifica-
tion, and imposes restrictions. This section I iSl<; thes~ non-st:lndard aspects of the implementation. For each of the 
restriction, it is precised whether the checking functions (:d-p, fd-sem and grarr.mar-p) detect the limitation 
or not 
IV.I. No disjunction in input 
The input must be a simple FD, cont..1ining no disjunction (alt. or opt). It can contain patterns. test.s and 
cont.rols are not allowed in input 
It is advised not to put pa t te ::-ns, :;se:.s ()r a r.ys In the input fd. These constructs are indeed best viewed as 
devices used by the grammar to realize or enforce ~ome constraints. The input should be left as "declarative" as 
possible, and therefore should not conUlin ~lIch con~lnICl'. 
If disjunction are found in an FD given to fd-sem. an error message is printed. fd-sem also issues warnings 
if its argument contains pa t:.e r:ns or ese t s. 
IV.2. Mergeable constituents in patterns 
An extension to the Sland:mj pmtem unification mechanism is the use of "mergeable constituents". A mergeable 
constituent in a pattern is nOted (* cons tit uen t -name I. This notation indicates that when unifying the pauern 
containing it. this constituent can be "mergerl" or unified with :lnOlher constituent that would need to be placed at the 
same position in the pnltem. 
For example. patterns (a ... b) ;lnd (c ... b) cannot be unified. because the flfSt position of the unify-
ing pattern would need to be both a and c. 8lll p:lllems ( ( .. a I ... b) and (e ... b) can be unified. under 
the constraint that constlluents a and e be uni fiecl (or "merged"). See also section 5.5 for a description of pauern 
unification. 
IV.3. Indexing of alternation 
This implementation allows indexing of a 1 ts. ~s dcscnhcd in section 7. The notation used is: 
(alt (trace-flag) I (index ( ... I :nde:~-=d-path)} (br:anches+) 
where each branch is a regular rd. The validity of the indexed-path is checked by the function 
gr:arr.mar-p. 
IV.4. Test and Con trot 
It is possible to specify arbitrary constraints on the result of an unification within the grammar by using the 
constructs test and cont :::01 descrihcd in seclinn .1.7. The notal ion is: 
(T~ST <l:sp-expr:ession» 
where <lisp-expression> is an arbitrary lisp cxprcssion. whcrc certain variables can be @ (path). and refer to 
the value of (pa th) in the detcrmined result of the IJnific;lIion (scc scction 5.8 for:1 definition of the determination 
stage of unification). 
Unification succeeds if the evaluation of <lisp-('xpression> in the environment of the determined result is 
non-nil. If it is nil. the unifier backU'acks. 
cant: rol works in a similar way. except thatlhc <iisp-ex(lrcssion> is evaluated immediately when the unifier 
encounters the cor.~=ol. and therefore is cvalualcd in a non-clclcrmincd rd. 
Note that both test and cont rol can he used only to cnforce complex constraints but not to compute 
complex results to be added in the unification. 
The function grammar-p does not check thallhe vallic of :est and control is a valid lisp-expression. 
IV.5. GIVEN 
The special value given is dcfined in lhis implcrncnfalion. A feature (att given) is unified with an input 
fd, if the input contains a real v,lluc for :ltU'iblllc a ~ ~ ;It the beginning of the unification. 
given is useful to check thc presence of rcqll ired fe:lIl1rcs in inputs. 
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List·to-id (function) 36 
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Loading the system 37 
~ernber ~5. 47 
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~1odal :3 
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Packages 38 
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Past ~3 
Past·paniciple 23 
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Path (untiiouon) II 
Path 10,28. 3S 
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Poueuiyt 23 
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PTq:I23 
PresaII 23 
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Reo.Jnion 5. 15 
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Relau .. e path I D. II 
57 
58 
Reload-fug (functioo) 37 
Relpro 23 
Require (Lisp function) 37 
Restricuons 17.51 
ROOl 23 
Search (through the gr.lmmar) :0 
Second (pe~on) 23 
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Third (pe~on) 23 
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Trace-<:lisable-.U (function) 18. ~O. 31 
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Trace-enable (function) 18. ~O. 31 
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Trace-off (function) 18.32 
Trace-on (function) 18.32 
Tracing 0001) 19 
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Tracing (of opt) 18 
Tracing 17 
Tracl1lg nag 19.28.30 
Tracl1lg messages 19 
U (function) 26 
uni (function) 2. 27 
eni·fd (function) 2.27 
uruf (function) 2. 27 
eruCicaLion (overall mechanism) 5 
CrufiQuon I 
L'rufic~tion funcuoos 26 
unknown c.llegory 9.23 
Use·package (function) .to 
V.riables (in Ft.;Gs) 46.47 
Verb 23 
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